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This is a summary, elucidation and rearrangement of the ideas of Gabrielov, 
Gelfand and Lo&k which enter into the calculation of the first Pontryagin class. 
I have omitted the material on jet-bundles and variational complexes. The notes 
by Deligne have been extremely helpful; on the other hand I have deliberately 
avoided MacPherson’s reformulation, because that would take me too far afield. 
Let Xn be a smooth, oriented n-manifold, X = (X,} a smooth cell decom- 
position. 
We shall need further data: 
I. hypersimpliciaI data; 
2. configuration data. 
and further hypotheses: 
(1) M is linearizable; 
(2) the cells of X are simple; 
(3) the configuration space z( ) E is connected for every (n - 4)-cell Xz-“. 
(1) and (2) may be ensured by assuming X a simplicial compIex. (3) is a technica 
hypothesis. 
Then PI(x) = ZX,oPcotiim4 C, -Y-*, in the sense that for any 4-cycle Z* 
transverse to the cells of X, PI(X) . 2 = 2 c, 1 2 * X, 1, where 1 Z . X, 1 is the 
algebraic intersection number of Z4 and c-“. 
The formula tells you how to calculate the numbers c, (which always are 
rational numbers) in terms of the combinatorial structure of X and the given 
data. 
INGREDIENTS 
(1) A cell complex X is Einearizable if for each X0 there is a chart 
U, T;;’ W, U, 2 X, , such that: 
(i) f&X,) is a convex linear cell in W; 
* The author gratefully acknowledges partial support from the CUNY Faculty Research 
Award Program and from the NSF. 
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(ii) if & C & , then j, of; ’ is an afine transformation of jY(X,) onto 
a face ofjp(Xg). 
(2) A cell X, of X is simple if the convex linear ceIljs(X,) above is simple. 
A convex linear k-cell C in Rn is simple if, in the fine span <C> of C (which 
is a R-plane), C is an intersection of half-spaces in general position. This implies 
that every r-face of C belongs to exactly (k - r) (k - I)-faces of C. More 
precisely, if Af < C, then the partially-ordered set (faces 3 of C such that 
A < B < C} is isomorphic to the set (faces of the (k - I - I)-simplex, 
including $3. 
1. Hypersimplicial data give a sort of dual complex to X. Fix XpD, 
and let Yn-B+1 L Bl ,...) x’B”.- ‘+’ be the celIs 3X, of dimension one larger. 
In W, let C(y) be the cube [0, IIs, and Iet H(r) = {(x = (x1 ,..,, x,J E C 
such that x xi =p = codimXJ. H is a convex linear cell d hose vertices are 
those vertices of C with exactly p l’s and s - p 0’s. Among them, to each 
-Ye,& 1 XY corresponds a vertex v, E H with a 1 for each i such that XB, _C X, , 
O’s elsewhere (because X, is simple, there are exactly p such XBi’s). In general, 
every vertex of H corresponds to a set of p &‘s. 
Whenever X, <:Y6 , there is a natural way to view H(S) as a face of H(r). 
Namely, map C(6) 4 the face of C[r) consisting of {(a~) such that xi = 1 if 
A-$; < A-6 1 ‘z~ unrestricted otherwise). Then H(S) + corresponding face of 
H(i). 
Let X* be the (abstract) complex dual to X, and fct H* = u {H(y)) with 
identifications made from H(8) -p N(y) for XT, LX6 . Then there is an 
incidence-preserving map A: H* + X*. 
If dim X, = n -- 1 or n, H(y) and -Y: are both I-cells or O-cells. In general 
dim H(y) > dim X:. StilI, H* is a “homological” duat complex to X. 
Hypersimplicial data consist of a “section” of h: 
To each y is associated a subcomplex Z’(y) C H(y) of dimension 
p (=- codim X7 = dim XT) such that: 
1. if -Y8 3 XV , then Z(6) C Y(r); 
2. u {Z(p) such that & 1 XY and dim X, = dim X, + I) = a&?(,) 
(homological bdy). It is not required that each Z’(y) be a combinatoria1 ball; 
it is not even known whether this can be arranged. 
CONFIGURATION DATA 
Fix X’+” and let x E X Then T, (X) is decomposed by {7’$ (X,) for 
X, 2 X,,fintL linear conk. PrLiecting intoYZ’zJX)/Tz,(.ri,, gives a deco&position 
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of a p-dimensional vector space into linear cones which are in fact simphcial 
(because the -U, are simple cells). 
Consider the set Z”(r) of all decompositions of [WP into simplicial cones with 
vertex 0 which are combinatorialIy isomorphic to this initial one. GE, acts on 
this space; the quotient space E(y) is called the ConJiguratiota space of X, , and 
its elements conliguratiuns. 
Let a(y) be a (representative of a) configuration. The edges of a(r) corre- 
spond to the cells X;-flfl 2 x-“. 
Let &(y) be the set of “generic” a(r), i.e., those in which every p edges 
span iw”. 
Let ,&l(r) be Z,,(y) u {“generic singular” a(r)), i.e., those in which at most 
one set of p edges lie in some (p ~ l)-plane. Let &&) = E(y) - Z,,(y). 
Let X, C X, . We define a map Z(S) 
of a) configuration, XY is represented 
GZ(~). Let u(S) be a (representative 
by a cone (r(S)(y) E u(S). Pick x E a(S)(y). 
Then T,[wp is demposed into cones (T,(a(S)(/3)) for X, 2 X,1. Project into 
T,(WP)/Z’~(U(S)(~)). This defines a configuration u(y). 
Observe that &a(S) + ,&i(r), i = 0, 1. 
Conjiguration data consist of a choice 
UP) E G@) for every X8 of codim 3, 
+I f 40(E) for every X, of codim 4. 
Hypothesis. For codim -X6 = 4, Z(c) is connected. 
Known: Z(y) is very trivial if codim X, = 0, 1 
is contractible if codim X, = 2 
is simply-connected if codim X, = 3. 
We shall also need the mapsf,: X, -+ z‘(r). For each x E X,, , TJ/TJy m Rp 
(p = codim X,) up to the action of GI, , and is decomposed by {T,;Y,/T,& 
for X’, I X,) into a configuration ffz E Z(y). 
The correspondence x - [T$ is the required map fy . 
The maps {f,: X, += Z(y), X, E X} commute with the maps (gs,: E(S) -+ Z(y), 
x, c X,). 
THE FORMULA ITSELF 
First we must describe the combinatorial structure of hypersimplices. Recall: 
C = cube [0, 11” C [w”, H = ((x) E C such that C xi = p}. A vertex ZJ of H can 
be identified with ap-subset of (l,..., s}--er hasp coords 1 and the others - p 0. 
’ A face IYt-l of H is of form H n (face C’t of C8). C’ defined by: (s - t) xi’s 
fixed at 0 or I, other t xj’s free to vary in [0, 11. So (xj) provide coordinates on C’. 
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Set +jJ xi fixed = q = number of xi fixed at 1. Then H’ = ((xj) such that 
C xj = p - q>. H is thus itself a hypersimpIex whose vertices correspond to 
(p - q)-subsets of the set of t j-indices. 
To specify H’ we need: 
a t-subset of {l,..., J> (~~oz+zg indices) 
a q-subset of the remaining indices (jixed indices) 
The vertices of H’ correspond to: any (p - q)- subset of the t-subset, followed 
by the q fixed indices. In Gabrielov, Gelfand and Losik’s notation, 2 + 1 = 
p-q,k+2==t-lI.Th us K j- E + 2 moving indices, p - I- I fixed ones; 
vertices: varying (a + l)-subset of (k -:. E 1 2), followed by p - I- 1 fixed. 
H’ is called an (s, p)-hypersinzplex of ty$e (k, I), and written AkqE (moving 
(k + E -I- 2)-set; fixed (p - E -- 1)-set). 
dim N’ y K + 1 -k I 
!+1+1 
7- -t- c (-I)’ fl’~-‘J(@o ,..., i ,..., Wki t+1 ; w1 ,..., Wu+J 
i=O 
?6+1+1 
- c (-1)" A"'--ya, ,...) i ,..,, 71,~+cfl ; W$, w, )..., ws&-l) 
i-n 
(1st sum: added constraint xi = 0, 2nd sum: added constraint xi = 1). 
Ak.0 always a simpIex, e.g., (kl!J A2*o(2!o ,..., ZjQ ; W, W’) 
Aa,! always a simplex, e.g., (S;=“,) fl”.2(o, ,..., Va) 
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dlJ is an octahedron, e.g., (izi) diJ(w,, ,,,,, ~1~ ; W) 
The formula for PI(X) is of the form 
y(aK4) = 0 if K is a dsso or Ll”e3. 
If K = dl+SO ,..., 6, ; 6). Then U(C) has rays la, ,..,, Is, ; I6 in R4 starting 
from 0. 
These project into rays ZG, ..., Ia, in W = tR4/(18>. v(aK) = +-E/48, where E 
is (- 1) to this power: the parity of the number of bases (6, , Es, , b,) 
(0 < a < b < c < 4) which have the same orientation (there are 10 bases 
in all). 
If K = 42J(6, ,..., 6, ; 6, 6’). Then U(E) has rays Es, ,.,., lad ; I6 , &> in R4. 
Project into rays Es, ,..., Z6 in Ra = R4/{& , l,(). y(3K) = --r/48, where 5 is 
(- 1) to this power: the par& of the number of bases (ls, , I&J (0 < a < B < 4) 
which have the same orientation (10 bases in all). 
Let cr(l) be a curve in Ei(S) with u(0) = a(S), ~(1) =~&G(E)). 0,(J) = 0 if 
J = 42.0 or 40.2. 
If J = JW(y, )..,) ~ya ; r). Then o(f) has rays lVO(t),..., I,,(t); I,,(t) in Rs; project 
lvf(t) into R2 = R3/{Iy(t)}. 
Let x(l) be the cross-ratio (Zy,(t),,,., I,Jg(r)). @,(Js) = (p+ - p-)/24, where /J+ 
is the number of times x(f) passes through 0, 1 or co in increasing direction, 
,u- the number of times in decreasing direction. 
OUTLINE OF PROOF 
We start from this definition of Pi(X): Let w be a smooth connection on X, 
R(w) the curvature of W. Then the 4-form tr(R A R) is closed, and its deIUam 
cohomology cIass is -82 . PI(X) 
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(more precisely, H4(-Y, Z) --f Hd(AY; IR) 
Pi(X) 3 im PI(X) 
and 
[tr(R h R)] = --Xn” X imp,(X)). 
Now let W, be a smooth connection on -k’, li for each n-cell of X. Then for each 
Xl:-“, there is a (4 - p)-form P”-“(r) on X, such that 
in the sense that for any Za transverse to the ceils of X, 
For example, if all the o, are restrictions of a smooth W, then only the terms 
with p = 0 are nonzero, and P4(y) = P,(S) r X,, . 
In general, the terms with p = 3 and 4 are always 0. If X is linearizable, 
then one can choose the w, so that the terms with p z 0 and 1 arc 0. 
So we have 
P,(X) == c lyy) ’ -‘i. 
COdirn2 
(1) 
We now calculate P(y) explicitly in terms of the hypersimplicial data x(y) 
and the map fV: X,+Z(y). There are 2-forms P2(H), for eac.h HZ~ Z”(y), 
such that 
f’%4 = c P2(W- Xlrl 
Hz, whether dlJr or LI”J, picks out three XB”,-’ 1 .X;-‘; and at each .2: E XY , 
P”(H) is defined in terms of the geometry of vectors along the rays eBj in the 
configuration f,(x). 
We can now write down a l-form Q’(H) on XV such that F(H) = &J’(H). 
Set Q’(r) = C~~,,~ PI(H); then P”(y) = d&l(y); and 
Pi(X) = c P2(Y) * x, 
COdb 2 
= x dQl(y) ’ x, 
= 1 Ql(y) - a& 
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Pi(X) =- c p(s) * ,x-;-3 
codlm 3 
(11) 
If we could express pl(S) = +(a), for ~(8) some function on X(S), then we 
could repeat the argument to show pr(;r) equal to some xcodim 4 F(G) . ;I;“-“, 
Such functions ~(8) do exist; however, they have discontinuities, so that Stokes’ 
theorem no longer applies. 
(In fact, the Bl(r) I a so have singularities, but slight enough that Stokes’ 
theorem still works.) 
This is why our formula ends up looking like 
+ )J [ C correction”(r)] ’ XrP4. (111) 
codim 4 x”-33p-4 
r9 -f 
The coefficients calculated so far have all depended on the hypersimplicial data 
and the maps {fY , fs , fF}. The final step frees the calculation from these maps, 
repIacing them by the configuration data. 
One can define “universal” l-forms Q’(S) on each ,X(S) such that Q(S) = 
fzQ’(8). And Q’(S) = &p(S), for certain functions q(S), whose discontinuities 
are all in the singular sets E(8) - ,&o(6), Thus 
the integration taking place in yP(S). 
Now consider the families of configuration spaces {Z(E), /YE of codim 41, 
{,X(8), X6 of codim 3) and the maps g,,: E(e) + z(S) whenever X6 C X6 . 
To evaluate PI(X) . 2 we need only know: for each E, the points 
fF(Z n XJ C C(c); and for each 6, the I-cyclef,(Z n X,) C zl(S) with boundary 
U kk[f,(z n &)I for -K C &I- 
It turns out that we need know still less: for each E, the homology class of 
fG(Z n XJ E H&E); and for each 8, the relative homology class of &(Z n X,) 
in H,(X(S); the various g$!Yf~)). 
The maps {f, , fe ,f6) have disappeared. We may instead replace fJZ n XJ 
by Z . -Y, copies of u(e) (2 + X, being the algebraic intersection number, u(c) 
the chosen configuration in Z,,(E)), and the I-cyclesf,(Z n X,) by copies of pre- 
assigned paths ua(t> in L’(8) from g,,fo(e)) to u(5). 
Set C+ ~~ C t,wi , where 1 tj : I ; and let 4 -= {wl such that 0 .<, ti :g I, 
each i}. 
wt is a connection on T;4: / X,: each wi restricts to a GZ,-invariant map 
wi: 2; X3, -+gl, (KY = principal G1,-bdl. of TX) then q(u) = C ti~i(~~). 
: = dw, + Wt A WI - ;s c/t& + c t, . dq + x S$p+ A wj , P(w,) = Then R(q) 
vq4) = 
P4--l’( 1’) Y 
trace of degree 2 polynomial in R. Set 
s WJ d 
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so pl(Xl ’ z = Ccodim3 Jcopiesof~~~W Q’(S). Now from Q’(8) = &(8), (p(8) 
discontinuous, we can express 
i 
Q’(8) - q@)(cnd) ^- cp(S)fbeginning) + 1 correction6 I-form. 
_ path path 
It follows that 
p1tA-i) . z =. x ,,;,,,, v ’ w ’ d~)k+)) 
t ’ 
+ x ,z,,, [ 1 
y-3-J yn-4 
(Z * -YJ J correction6 l-form]. 
6 08F -, d c 
And this is the stated formula. 
AMMPL~FI(:ATI~N 0F THE PROOF 
P,(X) = J&, xx Codim p P4-“(r) -TV ; connections w, given on the 
n-cells & of X. P(w,) ‘= Pontryagin form of W, on -k‘, : 
P(wJ = tr(X A R). 
Heuristic: P”-“(y) at x E X, is a sort of average of the (P(wJ for -kj 2 X,,), taken 
over the p-dim normal bundle to X, in ,I+ at x, i.e., over T,X/T,X~, . 
Let X* be the (abstract) dual complex to X. 
1,et Y be a simplicial subdivision of X* with no new vertices (constructed 
by induction on dimension of cells of X*). 
Say V(y) ~1 subdiv. of XT, the dual to X., . Pa-n(y) is of the form 
‘&,,EL cy) P4-TJ( I’)( p = dim -“i,). 
Let I’ = (J,, ,..., yp?; each yi corresponds to an n-cell X8 , and so to a connec- 
tion wi _ 
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Note. In evahrating P, every monomial has to have p terms 
wi dti and 2 - p terms either ti dwi or I&Q A wi 
t f t 
one free slot two free slots 
-so P(Y) has 4 - p slots free. 
Since P has degree 2, each monomial has at most two dt’s. If p > 2, we are 
integrating Jamdim ( ) dt dt + ... fewer dt’s = 0. So P”+(Y) = 0 unless 
p <2. 
Now PQ(y) = &y(vj P”-p(Y). 
LEMMA. PI(X) = ~~=, zx,oodim p P4+(y) . XV . 
Puoof. 1. When all w, are restrictions of a smooth connection w on X, 
C,=r and x8.-s are trivially 0, and CPG,, trivially = Pi, 
2. In general, right hand side is independent of choices of wc( + 
If each w, is flat on X, , i.e., if each R(w,) = 0, then zaao = 0. 
Assume also that the W, agree on X,, whenever & 2 X, (i.e., w,: 6&, +gi, 
agree)-e.g., when X is linearizable. Fix -CL”, and let YEV(Y); consider 
P4-p(Y). Let x E X, , z’i ,. .., z4.+ E T,X; and suppose “I , say, is E T&, . 
Extend the ‘u( to vector fields Vi on Xy so that V, is tangent to X, and hori- 
zontal w.r.t. all W, . Then P4-P( Y)( I’i ,..., V,) = 0. 
For the integrand is a sum of monomials in dti wi , ti dwi , t,tjwp A q ; each 
of them is 0 when applied to V, . Hence P”-“(Y) lz (v7 ,,.., ZJ,) = 0 whenever 
some TJ~ is tangent to X,, . It follows that we can evaluate P4pp(Y) on TX/TX’, , 
a p-dim bundle. But when p = 1, P”-“(Y) is a 3-form on a l-dim bdl, and is 
thus 0. It follows that x,+ in PI(X) is 0. So PI(X) = ~c~~im.ry7~ P(y) * X., . 
To give an explicit formula for Pz(y) we do not use P2(r) = xV(u) P2( Y). 
Instead we shall write P(y) = xm(v) P(II), where s(y) is the hypersimplicial 
complex “dual” to XV .* 
First let H = H(y), p = codim X7 . Then each n-ceI1 .Y, 2 X, corresponds 
to a vertex of H(y); thus to certain vertices of H(y) are associated connections. 
We associate a connection to eoery vertex of H(y): For each q+‘+12 X;-“, 
let m~9 be a section of TX-,/TX., horizontal w.r.t. all W- for X, 1 X, . A vertex 
u E H(y) corresponds to a set B1 ,..., p,. 
Let w(& ,..., ,$,) be the connection on TX r X, such that: 
* A parallel but very much simpler version of the next part of the argument (as far as 
the introduction of Ql(aJ)) is given at the very end of this work as a Scholium. It is shown 
there that “Pl/p(X),‘J the first Chern class of TX @ @, is zero. 
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1. OnT,‘i, w agrees with the w, (for & 3 X,); 
2. rn& ,..., m/3, are horizontal w.r.t. W. 
Cusep = 2. Here every N == A”sl or dlJ’ is a triangle. 
Define 
P2(H) : f PR(w,) 
org’H 
(If Ii has vertices corresponding to wO, Wl 3 w2 , thenw,=Ctiwi,x:ti=l, 
O&ti<l,andthejh as its previous meaning.) 
Puoof. Recall Pz[y) = &EY(Y) P2( I’). 
#(y) and M(y) are both combinatorial 2-disks with the same bdy (namely 
IFi-;). 
One finds a combinatorial 3-disk D whose bdy is G&‘(Y) Ubdv V(y), and uses 
D to parametrize a family of connections. Then Jxcy) PR(w,) - Ju(v) PR(w,) = 
Jao P&J,) = JD dPR(w,) = 0 smce the Pontryagin form PR is closed. 
We now calculate P2(H): 
Case 1. H = fF”(p,, , fll , j& ; j?) vertices (pi , p), i = 1, 2, 3; corresponding 
connections wd , and sections m/3$ , mp. 
T-Y0 r -71, is flat for all three wi , so we look at (TX/TX-,) I. XY , a 1 -dim bdl 
with sections & . So there are functions ai: X, -+ 1w (; = 1, 2) such that 
m/Liz =- a, . m/3o, except on a codim 1 set in XI, 
On (7’LY/T,k,) r X, , with basis mj?,, , 
(0 = w&?&) - Wi(Ui * m&J 
= a, + wi(m&) + dui - mPo). 
So mt = C,=I,Z r,d log ] a, [ (w. = 0 in the basis rnfi,J 
R(w,) = c &&log 1 aL 1 
P”(H) _ j- 
o<t<sl,ri,-I 
P(dl?d log 1 CZ; I) = [tr(dr,d log a, A dt,d log u,) 
P(H) = -d log 1 a, 1 A d log 1 a, I. 
Case 2. H = OYP, , A , A) vertices (& , A), (,h , PO), MO I A); correspond- 
ing connections w,, , w1 , w2 and sections m&, , FF&, @t of TX, /TX., . Here 
TX/T& is a 2-dim bdl with 3 sections, 
Except on a codim 1 set in X7 , that mf& , mp, are linearly independent. Then 
m/3, = almfil + a,m&,, ai: Xv -+ R. 
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In the base (m#& , m&), w,, = 0; and wi has values: 




aiw(m&) = - 1 daj * m& 
all j 
-since m/3, , m,!?, (j # i) horizontal for wJ. In components, (w& = a,,(-da,/uk), 
So mt has components 
(W& = t, (- +,. 
R((wt); = -dt, . z + t, . ‘+ + C tktl !$ h !$K 
h 
P(R(wd) = tr(R A R) = 2 A ‘2 dtk dtj + terms in fewer &‘s 
1 
P(+,)) = - $!- .% = --dlog~a,~ndlog~a,( 
k I 
Pa(H)= --dlog(a,(dlogla,~ 
P(N) is nonsingular, but right side has codim I singularities on KY . So 
plx = IZXyCOdim2EH~.X(-f) P”(H)) ’ x~ * 
Observe that d log a, A d log aa = dQi(a, , as), where Ql(a, , ua) = 
#log a,d log a2 - log a,d log a,) with codim I singularities on X, . Set Q’(H) = 
Q1 (appropriate a, , a,); then 
(this will be shown to be true despite the singularities by the Note on the next 
Page) 
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Note that 
where Ql(aJ) has codim 1 singularities on X8. 
Note. On the singularities of Q’(H). 
Set Ql(y) = zHE$(,,) Ql(H). Let .&(y) =f;12Y0(~), Then 
We want to show this equal to 
LEMMA. &l(y) CUE be expressed local& as QL + dF, where Q is smooth on 
all of Xv , F is continuous on X,, , smooth on X,(y). More precisely, given x E X, , 
3 nbd U(x) in & such that RI, Fare de$ned as stated on U(x), and p(y) r iIT((x) = 
@ i‘ x,(y) + dF r X,(y). 
Proof. Appendix 3. 
On a smalI Z-circuit with bdy 2” C X(y), 
BY defn, Jcurve dF = F (final endpoint) - F (initial endpoint) (agrees with usual 
defn when curve G?,,(r)). Hence Jaz,nx,(r) dF = 0, implying what was to be 
shown. 
We next calculate Ql(aj): (Q’(aJ) h as codim 1 singularities on ?CI). 
Case 1. I = dYY” > Yr 1 Yz 9 2%). 
8j = go (-1)” flyy, .‘- i -*a y3) 
However, g=,(- ry Q’(uo *a. i ... a3) = 0 (trivially) and it follows that 
Q’(8J) = 0. 
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Case 3. J = WY,, K, yzI y3 ; Y) 
aJ = c (-1)i PJ(y, *.’ f *.’ y3 ; y) 
- ~(-l)‘dyy* *** 2* ‘.’ ys ; yi , y) 
We look at the 2-dim bdl(TPjT~-2) r x-” and its four sections myi . 
It turns out that Qr(aJ) depends only on the cross-ratio x = x, = 
(q+, , my,, my,, w). Q’(aJ) = (log I x I d log I 1 - x I - log I 1 - x I dIog I x I). 
(Q’(aJ) is singular on ~~(0, 1, 001 C &(S)). See Appendix I. 
This means that Qr(aJ) can be defined “universaIly” as f$Ql(aJ), where 
Qr(aj) is a l-form on &o(S). 
Note. Ql(H) and Q’(y) cannot be universally defined. 
For J = dOme or d8J’, Ql(8-f) E 0. For I= dlJ(y, ,.,., ya ;y), define the 
function x, on ,Z’,,(S) thus: for CT E &(S), let x~(u) be the cross-ratio of the rays 
(k, I.‘., l~g)ofu;andsetQ1(~J)=(log~x~dlog(1-~~-~og~1-~~1dog~x~). 
Q*(aJ) can be expressed locally as PI + dF: Given any (T E E(S), there is a 
nbd U(u) in Z(S) such that on Z0(6) n U(u), Qr(aj) has the form SZ + dF, 
where: 
a1 is smooth on U(u) in the sense that it is smooth on U(u) n Z,,(S), 
and its coefficients and their derivatives converge on Zsirr’,,,,(S) n U(u); 
F is continuous on U(u) and smooth on U(o) n &(a). 
To each J3 E H(6) we shall now associate a function cp(J) on Eo(8) such that 
Q’PJ) = h4.l). (Th en, setting dJ) = .fiWJ), QVJ) = 4UB. 
For X, of codim 3, J3 E s(6), u E &,(6): 
Case 1. J = fi2** or doma - v(J) = 0. 
Cm 2. J = dlJ(y, ,,.., y3 ; y), Let I(n) be the edge of u corresponding to 
yi . Let x = x1(u) be the cross-ratio of the lines 
Define q(J)(o) = v(x), where p: W -+ R is defined such that 
v(-1) = &/2) = 42) = 0 
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v is discontinuous at 0, I, co, and jumps at these points by -7~~13 (as x 
increases). 
However, x;‘{O, I, 00) C YPfiinp(G). See Appendix 2. In fact, p) extends to a 
continuous function 
RP’ = RU{M} + R/(nz/3) = [-m2/6, t-r2/6]/(--rrz/6 1-z ne/6). 
LEMMA. On ,V&(S), dcp( J) locally has the form dF, where F is continuous on 
&(S), smooths on &o(8). More precisely, given u E ZI(S), 3 nbd U(U) in E(8) err 
which F exists as stuted, and dcp(J) j’ (U(u) IT z*,(S)) = dF ! &(S). 
Hence on any small curve in ZI(S), 
s &+I( J) = F(final endpoint) - F(initia1 endpoint) small curve 
is independent of the choice of F-but is not equal to v(J) (final) - v(J) 
(initial). We need two facts: 
I- s curVein~I~(s~d~(J) - qp(J)(acurve) is a relative cocycle in H&,,,,(ZI(S), 
(&(8)); i.e. among curves in ZI(S) with endpoints in ,Z,#), the value of this 
operation depends only on the homology class of the curve. 
Call this cocyle 6l( J); then 
et(J)(curve u(t)) = 2 (cpt J)-jumps along the curve) 
where 
c = +1 if x~(u(~)) goes through 0, 1 or 00 increasing in b, 
~ 1 _- - if x,(~(r)) goes through 0, 1 or co decreasing in t. 
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= dJ)(z t-3 a-5) + @(J)(z * &), 
where P(J) -f$P(J). 
II. Jcbsed CUPYe dip(l) is = cowle on -W4. 
dQ(l) E JKhxull(~l,(~)). 
Recall that E(6) (X, codim 3) is simply-connected; this does not make Zr(6) so, 
and &J(J) need not be trivial. 
LEMMA. Set ~(8) = LX(~) VII); then ~Q(S) = 0, i-e. Jc~oRedcurVe WS) = 0 
for every closed curve in &(S). (See Appendix 4.) 
Recall that 
(This means: f’dW(Z) = Ccodiln3 ~~s~~n~,) &W) 
This expression and the Lemma above show that if, for each XtP3, j&Z f~ X8) 
is replaced by another l-cycle in Z,(6) with the same bdy, then Pi(x)(Z) remains 
unchanged. 
For example, for each zg E a(Z A X8), Iet ut(aa) be a path in Zr(S) from 
f8(z8) to the configuration a(6) given among the configuration data. 
Set Zi = C at(zg), for each 8. 
Then ~dx)(Z) = Cx8codim3 Jz; h+). 
The next step frees P,(Xj * Z from dependence on the points Z n Sr-“. 
Let Us be any curve in x-“. Then we may calculate 
= s,,(,.,(,,, &* x,*8 dQp(s)- - 6 
Now ~(8) = LMW Q(J); and 
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LEMMA. rp(aK) is constant on each component of E”(E), id thus rcpvesents 
a cocycle in H&lsm (2$(~)). (See ilppendix 5.) 
We shall calculate cp(aK) explicitly in a while. Hence P,(X) . (ut(c)) : 
J,,(o,(f)j &EX(r) dq(aK) and since dcp(8K) r 0 onf<(q(E)) n L:,(C), the integral 
is 0. 
Now for each z, E XT, n Z, pick a path ut(zJ in EL(e) fromfJq) to the con- 
figuration U(C) given among the configuration data. For each xi. a, set 
Then pi == Lodim 3 zg j 1 &a(S). Finally we replace each 2; by a different 
relative I-cycle with the same bdy, defined independently of Z; we have seen 
that this will not change the value of P,(X)(Z). 
For each pair XFme4 C Xie3, let Us be a path in 2;(a) from g&u(E)) to a(6). 
Let 1 2 n X6 1 be the algebraic intersection number of Z and AL . We replace 
Zi by L,cx, I z n X I + 44. Then 
This expression does not depend on Z, nor on the maps f, , but only on the 
given hypersimplicial and configuration data. 
It remains to calculate the coefficients. Recali: ~(6) := &Cltx(a) q(j); define 
W(8) similarly. 
for any curve in &l(S) with bdy in Z,,(6). So 
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Now 
As for Cx, Cx82x, ~(8) ~(8) =Xx, &Ex8 Q(S) ’ ~6% whenever appIied to 2, 
this term yields 
g & 1 2 n xc 1 - Q(s) @t = c 1 2’ A a-y.3 1 - Q(s) a@) = 0 - 8 X8 
since 2 is a cycle. We may drop this term in our expression for P3(X). Thus 
Pi(X) = c [ c J-,(.& w] xc 
X, codim4 X83X, 
+ c [ c Q(=)] ‘xc 6 
X, codim4 x~xa(r) 
qq = C,ErXbL?) ew- these values have already been calculated. Q(X)-we 
now calculate. (See Appendix 5.) 
Case 1. K = 435 then 8K = Z(- l)i fP”. 
But Q(dzBo) = 0, SO Q(aK4) = 0. 
Similarly if K = fi”ps, Q(aK) = 0. 
Case 2. ~4 = d1.2(6, ,..., S, ; S); then 
aK = i (-l)i (8, (..., i ,..., S, ; S) 
i=O 
[do.2’s, so Q(them) = O] 
- @-l)~ (6, ,...) i ,..., s, ; si, 6) [P’s]. 
Let Xi = cross-ratio of rays (Zs, ,,.., i ,..., Ear) in R4/(18i , &> x IIP. 
Then Q(~K) = -Z(-l)i q(xr) = --E(P~/@, where c = parity of # of bases 
of fixed orientation of R4j(Za) m Rs among ((&, , Zlb, &)), 0 < a < b < c < 4. 
case 3. K4 = P(So ,...) B, ; s, 8’); 
ix = i (- l)i (& ,.“, 2^ ,..., 6, ; 6, 8’) [Al-l’s] 
i=o 
- t0 (-l)i (8, ,..., i ,,,,, 6, ; Si , 6, 8’) [42*o’s, so cp(them) = 0.1 
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Let .q = cross-ratio of (la0 ,..., P ,..., I,,> in R~j(l, , 1,~) = IF. 
Then rp(aK) = E(- l)i y(q) = l (n2/6) where c = parity of # of bases of 
fixed orientation of IP among {(18, , Z,J}, 0 < u < b < 4. 
Substituting these values into the last expression for P,(X) gives the required 
formula. 
APPENDIX 1. CALCULATION OF Q1(aJ3) 
x, := cross-ratio (lVO ,..., ZVJ in R3/{lY> determined by I+ =fa (some x E X8). 
CZaim. Q’(aJ) = (log 1 x, 1 d log 1 x, - 1 I) - log 1 x, - 1 1 d log 1 SC, I). 
Method of proof. 1. Q’(aJ), defined using sections mi of TXYIjTX, is 
unchanged by linear isomorphisms of TX/TX, . We show it is also unchanged 
if some mi (say ma) is replaced by h _ m, , h: X6 -+ R any smooth, nowhere zero 
function. 
2. Thus Ql(aj) is a function of x, . We choose convenient mi and evaluate 
Q’(aJ), 
f . Ql(aj) = Z terms without mO 
-~*“(I% 7 Yn 1 Y3 ; Y) + ~D%l 5 Yl , Y3 ; 7) - ~“‘l(Yo, Yl > Yz ; Y) 
(!; 
+dl,O(yo,~2,3/3;~1,~)-d1,o(yg,y,r~3;~3,~)+d1.o(~~,~~,~Z;~3.~) (iii) 
(i) clearly unchanged when mO _+ h . m, . 
Now for (ii) 
m. = am, + bm, 
m, = cm2 + dm, 
,I. (c - h) m. = cam, - dbm, 
i.e., 
where 
m,, L em8 t fm, 
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i.e., 
a c e -.-.-= -1. 
bdf 
(ii) = +[(log [ a 1 d log / b 1 - log 1 b 1 d log 1 a 1) 
-(log~cldIogldl--logld~dlog~c]) 
+(~~gl~l~~~gIfl--l~glfl~~~gl~l)1 
Under la, - h * m, , 
IoglaldlogIbl~loglahldloglbhI 
= (log I a I + log I h l)(d log I b I + d log I h I) 
=logInIdIogIb/+logIaldlog]kI 
+~ogIbllogIhl+IoglhldlogIh~. 
.Under the alternating sum, we get 
originalsum+logI-lj*dlogIAI-log/-ll.logIh 
\ f a c e --- 
bdf--1 
+O.log\hIdloglhI 
\ signs alternate 
= original sum. 
For (iii). Write 
m, = am, + dm, 
= bm, f em3 
= cm, + finl 
(b - c) m. = bfm, - cm, 
so 





uce --- = 
bdf --I 
m,, = am, E bm, mod m, , etc. 
(iii) = -*[(log ) a ) d log 1 b I - log I b 1 d log 1 a I) etc.] 
-so the calculation is the same as before, 
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2. Choose 
m, == Im, + (x - 1) 7723 
= 1m,+xm, 
-xm,+(I -x)m, 
Hence in (ii), first two terms are 0; the third is 
;5[log~x~dIoglx- 1 j -log]x- I /dlog/xIJ 
in (iii), all terms are 0. 
(*I 
For terms (i), do% , y2 , y3 ; y3) = 0, since the affine dependence among 
m y , pnyg and VZ,,~ does not involve x. For --~Il*~(y, , ya , ya ; yO, y), we calculate 
mid my0 = (x, 1): 
m,=(l,l)-(l-x,O)modm,O 
#a2 = (0, 1) = (-x, 0) 
m, = (1,O) = (1,O) 
So in terms of ma , ur = 1 - x, aa = --x, and 
--d’~~=-~[log~1-~~dlog~-x~-log~--x~dlog~1~x~] (**) 
Combining (*) and (**) gives Qr(aJ) as claimed. 
APPENDIX 2. PROPERTIES OF F(X) 
y(x) defined for x f 0, 1, 03 
log 1 x - 1 ] 
- l__---- ; x 
qJ(-1) = v(li2) = y(2) =: 0. 
Check. -p’( 1 - x) = p’(x). Hence ~(1 - x) = --v(x) + c, where c is 
constant on each of (- co, 0), (0, I), (1 - co). The initial values show: 
qJ(l - x) = -&C). 
Hence rp(l/x) = --y(x) + c; and again dljx) = --97(x). 
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Note. Recall that x = cross-ratio (lo ,..., 5); under permutations of the Z6, 
x changes to one of x, 1 - x and l/z. Hence ~(x(l,, ,..., &)) is skew-symmetric 
in the Ii, We calculate 
Since 
logI l/W 51 
(l/2 + t) - 1 = - 




log(1 - x) xlr-1 
=- 
X &- 
(for 1 x I < 1); 
k=l 
hence the j’ is 
From the functional equations we see 
by+ y(x) = --x2/6. 
APPENDIX 3. Q1(y) Is LOCALLY OF FORM a1 + dF 
Given x E X,, , 3 nbd U of x in XY , a l-form JY on U and a continuous 
function F on U, smooth on f;lZ&~) n U, such that on U n f;lZ,,(*/), 
Q’ = ~-2 + dF. 
Set -G(Y) = f;‘4h+ 
Method of proof, On some smal1 nbd V of x, we can find a section m, of 
TX/TX? linearly independent of each section m/f1 of TXBi/TX, for AYiz:r 3 Xc-“; 
say i = l,..., s. Form the hypersimplex H(r, *) generated by /3r ,..., p8 , 9; 
then H(y) C H(y, *). 
We write down a specific 2-chain Y(r, *) C H(y, *) such that ELP(y, *) = 
awY)* 
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Then 3 3-chain $” C H(y, *) such that aj’ = -P(r, +) -+- X(y). To 
&“(r, *) corresponds a I-form G1 = Qi(#(v, y.)). To &” corresponds a function 
v(f), which has discontinuities, but dpl(#) can locally be written as d (a con- 
tinuous function F). Then d?(f) = dF = --sZl + Q’(r), as required. 
Recall def?l of S(y) as orbit space of Z”(y) ‘3 .ZI”)(~~~~~~~=~). Given x E & , 
LT -JY[x), then 3 nbd V of D in Z(‘(r) over which this bundle is trivial. Set 
C’ :-f;‘V; thenf, r r can be lifted t0.f:: t’--+ Z”(y). 
fz assigns to each X” E Ir a specific decomposition of tw” into cones with 
vertex 0. 
For each -17.‘2&, i- 1 
bundle iw2 Y G i r/, natnely 
,..., s, we have a l-dim subbundle of the trivial 
li = (J {l,,, injl(z/) for xs E V). 
Let mni be a nowhere zero section of Ii, i = l,..., s. Let m, E iw2 be linearly 
independent of each m,(x), i = I,..., s; then for v smaI1 enough, m, is inde- 
pendent of each mi(x”), Vx” E I/. m, generates a l-dim subbundle I* of 
w x v-+ v. 
Let H(y, *) be the hypersimplex generated by (pi, *I. That is, in (wskl, label 
coordinate axes 1 , ,..., . . . . E, , I*, take Cp:l = [O, 11. ?+I, and H(y, 6) - C(z) E Cs i 1 
such that (C zi) + z* = 2). Then H(y) C H(r, *). 
Now H(y) is a 2-dim subcomplex of H(y) with boundary xi=, X(/$), For 
any Xi-l, Z(p) is uniquely determined: 
xl-’ c A-;, , X(y” 
u” 
Assume Xai ordered so that each consecutive pair X{,, , Xai+, (indices mod s) 
determine an n-cell at X,, _ So in N(r), 
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t C dl’o(Bl P Pi > Pi-t1 ; *I- 
i=2 
Then 
so aqy, *) = ax(y). 
Let ,=P C H(y, *) have boundary s(y) - &‘(y, *). Set Qi(y, +) = 
xmc,,*, Q1(H), defined using the sections mai , m*. 
For dl-o(P,-, , Pi+1 > *; Pi), we observe that in lRa/<ls.>, rnsel , mi,.1 and m, 
are nonzero: m, by general position, ma-I and mi bkcause 1Y8i-, , Xsi and 
& > XpI each span an n-cell at X, _ 
fi&ce in [Fgzj(Q3i), can write m,,, = a . m,-, , m, = b m,-, , a and b nowhere 
zero on V. 
So Ql(dl+O) = $(log 1 a 1 d log 1 b 1 - log 1 b 1 d log 1 a I) is nonsingular on V. 
For dOJ(fij , /3+., , +), again mi and ~ll+~ must be linearly independent, so m, 
can be written as m, = a * mi + b * mllli+I . By general position of m* , a and 6 
are nowhere zero. Q1(Oo*‘) = - i(log 1 Q 1 d log 1 b I - log j b I d log I a 1) is 
nonsingular on I/. For dl*O(/3, , #$ , ,f?,,, ; *), each of ml , mp , mi+I is nonzero in 
W/(2*> by general position of m, . So Q1(dl**) is nonsingular on V. 
Set v(f) = x1+$ v(J). Recall: XcP2, p = codim X, = 2, Nz(k + 1+ 2 
set; fixed p - E - 1 set) has dimension k + 2 + I ; vertices: (I + I)-subset of 
(k + 1 + 2)-set, followed by fixed p - 1- 1 set. Thus $‘s are of types: 
(i) d2J)@(0),..., p(3); p(4)) (vertices (j(i), j(4)) for 0 < i < 3) 
(ii) dlJ(/?(O),..., a(3)) (vertices (p(i), p(j)). 
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Here B(i) can be any of the pi or *. We set ,(Os*O) =+: 0. 
dwB(o)~---, P(3))) = 944 where x = cross-ratio of (B(O),..., p(3)) 
in R2. 
Then 44/) ,~= LKU Ql(H) (calculation in appendix on Qt(aJ) applied). So 
d&P) = Q*(y) - Q’(Z(y, +)). For each J - dl*r, the corresponding cross- 
ratio x, is defined as a map -Y,, + [WY = R u [co}. Hence F(J) extends to a 
continuous function 
So &Y(J) can locally be written as dF,; FJ smooth on X, nf,‘&(.~)), and con- 
tinuous on X., Hence &II(~) can locally be written as dF, as required. 
Note. In a preceding similar context we said that for J3 E P(S), codimX8 = 3, 
t&p(J) has the form of dF locally, on X, nf~‘ZI(s). Here this exprussion is 
valid (locally) on all XT,, . The difference arises because for J : 7 dlJ(y, ,..., y3; y) E 
2’(S), xJ = (yU ,..., yJ in R3/Z(y) makes sense provided no myS is linearly 
dependent on my. In the present context, no such proviso arises. 
1 
APPENDIX 4. dcp(S) = 0 IN HdeRham bw)) 
RccalI p(S) =C.WY~) CPU) on &o(8). Each q(J) has locally the form dF 
on -i(S), I; continuous on ,&l(S), smooth on &u(S). 
Hence each cp(J) defines a cocycle in Nr(ZI(6)). We have to show SC dcp(6) 1:: 0 
for any closed curve c C C,(6). 
Since *Ya has codim 3, Z(S) is simply connected. Hence c is homoIogous in 
&(8) to a sum of closed curves each of which is small and can be contracted 
in &(S) to a point of /T(6). We may assume c itself is such a curve. 
Let a E Z(y). Let V be a nbd of u in E(y) over which s”(y) c~ z’(y) is 
trivial. For each X;,-’ 2 X:-’ we have a I-dim subbdl Ei of W x V + V, 
namely, li -- w {{1$ in 0” for a” E V). Let rni be a nowhere-zero section of li 
for each i. ‘JYhen w.r.t. the rlzj we can define forms Qr(H) on V r\ &Co(y) for each 
H2 E Z(y). Set Q’(y) - zxw(,,) Ql(H). A pr evious appendix shows that within 
V, Ql(y) can be expressed locally as Sr,r + dF, , 
52 1 “smooth’-its coefficients converge at points of JYflrng(Y) 
F.1 contin. on Z;(y), smooth on Y&(y), 
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In the last four terms it is assumed that c is so small that eachg&c) is in some U 
on which &l(y) can be defined and equals L&i + dF, . 
As c is contracted to a point on Z(S) (within T;(S)), SC dcp(S) remains 
unchanged, while each JBsYo 52,l+ 0 {coefficients of Q converge on Z(8)). 
Hence SC do = 0. 
APPENDIX 5. CALCULATION OF ~(32) 
Case I. K = A2J(S, ,..., 6, ; 8, S'). 
cp(iX) = c (- l)i (P(x*), ;s”~ = (& ,..., i ,,.., G,) in R4/(& , &a> = fixed [w2. 
chim. cp(aK) = r(aaj6), h w ere E = parity of # of bases of fixed orientation 
of R2 among ((Z,, , &)}, 0 < 4 < b d 4. 
Both sides are skew-symmetric under permutations of the I81 , under linear 
transformations of FP. We may also use arbitrary vectors along the I8i to calculate 
the cross-ratios, 
With these reductions, we may consider vectors 
eil = (l,O) 
e1 = (u, 1) 
e2 = (0, 1) 
e, = (1, 1) 
e4 = (0, 1) 
where U, o must be such that any pair are in general position. 
twelve components of (u, o)-space 
Q(=) = Q(% w)- 
Check. 1. dp, = 0, i.e., +/au = 0 (then a~/% = 0 similarIy); 
2. on each component ~(u, V) has value l rrs/6, (Suffices to check for just 
one component.) 
My notation. Given vi ,..., vp , write va = av, + bet, , et, = cv, + dv3 , then 
(Vl ,...I v4) = ad+ 
To eliminate 1 I, I suppose 0 < u < 2’ < 1. 











w4 4 -- 
au 
v-u v(l - u) - - 
#(I - w) u(1 - 9) 
l/l - ej 
1-u V-U 
l-v l-v 
u 2~ - ff - --- 
V 2~ 
U -(I -24) 
-- 
(1 p’u, d 
0 
1 -- 









u(l-u) - - 
u(1 - ZJ) 
u(1 - u) log --- 
u(1 - v) 
v-u - 
u(l - w) 
-0 
1-u 







V-U 1-U --- 
I-W l--v I 
1 
[ 
log f log T$ 
-- -- 
V 2~ - u U/V - --- 
v I 
-+ [-;;“” q log(1 ~ Y) - --- u 1 
1 zzz- 
u(1 - u) 
[log(o - u) - lag u - log v] 
+ v u(v - 24) [Ingv$log(l -u)-logu-log(l-v)] 
- & [log(l - 24) - log(l - v)] 
i & [log@ ~ u) - log(1 - v)] 
+ & [log u - log v] + ; [log(a - ti) - log w] 
-&log.-;lng(l -#) 
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= log u 
1 V 
41 -24) - u(v - 2.4) 
+-‘-&I w-u 
.‘ ,. 1 -t:logv[ u((w“:u, -&-,I 
t k(l - 4 [ u(w ‘i. u) - 71. - ;] 
1 1 --- 
V-U 1-U 1 
+ log(u ~ 4 [- &T + & + ;] 
Each [ ] is 0. 
2. Consider the component 0 < u < ‘u < 1. To evaluate ~(u, v), let 
u-+0+, v-+1- 
X0+ -CO, 9- 1+, x2+ +m, 34 -+ o+, "%-Of 
cp(u, w) + +(-7r2j6) - (-7r2/6) + (n2/6) - (~~16) + (-?r2/6) = G/6 




E = +1 
So cp(u, v) = •~t~ft2/6, as claimed. 
Case 2. K = dl.“(&, ,..., 6, ; 6). 
vp(aK) = -C (-1)’ q(q), 
(fixed ~3)K&i>. 
where xi = (ZO, ..., 2” ,..., &) in W/{& , 686) = 
Chm. cp(X) = 3?r2/6, h w ere E = parity of # of bases of fixed orientation 
of R3 among {(ha , Is, , b,)}, 0 d a -c b < c d 4. 
Reduce to: 
eo = (LO, 0) 
e1 = (0, 150) 
% = (0, 0, I) 
e3 = (1, 1, 1) 
e4 = (1, u, w) 
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same restrictions on (u, v) 
Again check I, &p(u, v)/& = 0; 2, correct on one component. Assume 
O<:u<v<l. 
Relation xi 
(i, k)-plane 7:~ 
(i, k)-plane 
V 
- ___ 1 - ‘L’ 
(i, j)-plane - - 
I”, 
(i, j)-plane 
‘I - u -- 
k = (-1, -1) 
l-u 
v-u 
(j, k)-plane -~ 
i :-: (-u, -21) v(l - u) 








log -fL I--u 1% 11 ___I ~.-_-- I U 
1-U 1-U 
c ‘- I - 
(1 - u)’ I Z’ - u log -. 2.’ - 1 l-u log -- I--u -- v -- 1 V-U .-- l-u 1-u I 
u(l ~ v) tog -- 
v( I -. u) 
Z’ -- u - ..“.-. 
v( I - u) .1 _ 
0 
- 
(1 J U)’ 
2) - 1 
(I - 24)” 
V-l 
zfl - U)Z 
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= (z, _” u)u (log v - ‘o&J - UN - & (log u - lo& - 4) 
--I- & (log u - w - UN + u(’ L g log(l - u) 
- & (log(0 - 24) - iog(1 - u)) 
- (1 $y- v) (I%(’ - 4 - ‘og(l - 4) 
+ ’ u(l - u) (lo&w ~ u) - log 7J - log(I ~ #)) 
+ (1 $vw- u) (log u + log(1 - VJ) - log D - log(1 - u)) 
1 =logu -- 
[ +J- l-u + 
l--v 
v-u (1 - U)(V - u) 1 
+ log D[ (v : Y)U - u(l !- u) - (1 -'u~vV- u) 1 
+ l”g(’ - 4 [- i-i& + u(l !- u) + j& + (1 -luy(cYm .,I 
+ l”g(’ ~ 4 [ - (1 -g- u) + (1 ‘I*rrv” #) ] 
+ WV - 4 [ - (u -wu, . u + & - l-- + u(l 1 u) ] l-u 
Each [ J is zero. 
2. As u-+0+, v-+ I---, 
%,+ ‘+, Xl-+ -03, x,-to--, 
Hence cp(u, v) ‘- G/6. 
The left-handed axes are 
e. I e2 , e3 
e. I ez , e4 
i 
so 6x-l 
e2 , 4 , e4 
as claimed. 
:. cp(u, w) = - q , 
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PI(X) : ~~odi*+~ P”“(r) ’ x; , i.e., PI(X)(Z) = C JznAy,Pk-“(Y). P4--p(y) =: 
CV(y, P4-p(Y), Y(y)-simplicial subda of -u,‘. Terms p = 3, 4 always 0; terms 
p =: 0 give 0 if all w, flat; terms p = 1 give 0 if all wB compatible. PI(X) = 
zrodim:! WY) X, * 
Express P(y) m-. ~~~,,) P(T;T), X(y) hypersimp. “dual” of -Jr, . Here each Ii 
is a 2-simplex. 
where Ql(H) == -i-(fog 1 a, 1 d log / a2 1 - log 1 a2 1 d log 1 a, 1) 
(singularities of Q’(H) controlled: Q’ =- Q1 ..I dF locally) 
Ql(aJ) depends only on cross-ratio; hence definable on &,(S). 
For J = fV(y, ,..., y3 ; y), xJ = (4, ,-.., ly3) in R”/G,! 
Q’(aJ) 1 (log 1 x, I d log 1 XJ- 11 -bgI.~J- 1 IdfogIxJl) 
Define q(J) on J,(S) as p(x,) discontinuous at S,(S); dv(J) = Q’(aJ) but 
dcp I dF locally at Z1(S). Hence 
q(S) = &f(a) cp(l); W) similarly. 
i.e., pl(4 .(z) = L J~,(z~x~) h(s) 
s dq+) = 0 E fP(Z;(S)) X(S) simply connected (codim 3). 
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1. Hence Pi(x)(Z) independent of paths fs(Z n X8) in &(S), only on 
fdz n W. 
For a,(c) curve in Z(E), 
j~~cw) = j c WV = jO,~,,~(,, wn = s,,. K*xc,J+Q = 0 
VlE XBI)X, 
(dcp(K) = 0 on &(E)) 
2. Hence can change 2 n X6 by adding curves in Z(E) joining J n X, 
to config. U(G). 
1 and 2 give: 
This is the Formula. 
SCHOLIUM 
We can see that P,,,(X) (= 1st Chern class of TX @ C) is zero: Here 
PI,*(X) = Ccodlml PI@) . X, , where PI@) is defined on -Y$ = l-simplex 
* Y*’ to be sx P,lz(R(w,)), where P,,,(R) = R simply. Now .Yz is 
az&& ,%(/3) = &‘(,k$ with vertices CQ , ti1 . ma1 = a, . ~~cq, ; 
WI = --dlog 1 a, j 
w,=t-dlogla,I 
R(w,)=dt-dlog]a~I 
dt * d log 1 u, [ = d log I a, 1 = dQ(fi), say. 
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SO 
-~ x ,&” 1 I& QtaH)l . ;uv* Y’ ’ 
where Q(3H) - &I/~ Q(G). 
For any 2-simplex H, whether dlso or d”**, with vertices 01,, , cyI , aI!, we have 
a relation b,mcq, + h,ma, + b,mm, .--= 0. Hence 
b 








a2 b origin of R* = tb,,b,rb,) in barycentric a o: 1 19 coordinates. 
fl.7 
Ceva’s theorem: a,a,a, - 1 
i.e., a, -h,/b, , a2 L- --b,jh,, a, = -b,/b, . Then x log 1 u, ’ -..: 0; i.e., 
Q(aH) =:: 0, i.e., Plf2(X) = 0. 
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